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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Simla Cuisine from Tonbridge. Currently, there are 15
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Yvonne Murray likes about Simla Cuisine:
We used to live in Paddock Wood before moving to New Zealand, and Simla Cuisine was our favourite Indian

Restaurant. We ate in and ordered take-aways regularly and on our visits back to UK have made a point of
eating here every time, Abdul and his team are always very welcoming.We love authentic Indian cuisine and

have not found anywhere else, in UK or NZ or anywhere else we have travelled, to beat Simla. Absolutely... read
more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What Tony Richardson
doesn't like about Simla Cuisine:

Simla does delicious food. I think maybe the menu has changed a bit recently. There a prawn/spinach dish with
melted cheese on top that I don’t remember from before. I’ve never come across it before but it works. My only
real complaint is how small the portions are now. You definitely need a starter and/or a side dish for a full meal.

One rice doesn’t really feed two people. So be ready to order more food! But, the f... read more. Simla Cuisine in
Tonbridge offers freshly prepared delicious meals with typical Indian spices and sides like rice or naan, At the
bar, you can unwind with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. The Asian fusion cuisine is

likewise an important part of Simla Cuisine. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too boring
can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients taste,

On the daily specials there are also several Asian dishes.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Specialtie�
POPARA

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

VINDALOO

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

SPINAT

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

PRAWNS

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-14:30 17:30-23:00
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